Visitation with Japanese Delegation
February 12, 2009

8:00 – 8:30  Continental Breakfast
8:30 – 9:00  NTID Overview – Alan Hurwitz
9:00 – 9:10  Walk to SLPLI Lab
9:10 – 9:40  Tour and Overview of SLPLI Lab – Larry Scott
9:40 – 10:00 Walk back to CSD and Break
10:00– 10:30 PEN-International - Jim DeCaro
10:30 – 11:00 Deaf Physician - Robert Nutt
11:00 – 11:30 Designated Interpreter - Doney Oatman
11:30 – 12:00 Overview of Student Services – Ellie Rosenfield & Robb Adams
12:00 – 1:00 Lunch
1:00 – 1:30  C-Print Demonstration – Pam Francis
1:45 - 2:00  Walk to Student Health Center
2:00 – 3:15  Student Health Center
             Cassandra Jordan – Overview of Services
             Staff Physician
             Susan Feder – Psychiatrist
             Jill Travers – Medical Interpreter
             Tour of Health Center
3:15 – 3:30  Walk to CDS
3:30 – 4:00  Access Services – Steve Nelson
4:00 – 5:00  Reception